PUBLIC SECURITY AT EVERYONEʼS REACH

THE HELPER
IS 13 FEET HIGH (4M)

TECHNOLOGY
AT THE SERVICE
OF PUBLIC
SECURITY
The Helper is an innovative system
that uses technology to provide for the
well-being among people, contributing
to managing public security and
optimizing the investments in this
area. The most distinguishing feature
is the remote and interactive response
to emergency situations that allows
prompt communication between the
citizen and the Integrated Control and
Command Center (ICCC).

ITS IMPOSING PRESENCE CAN
BE SEEN FROM A DISTANCE,

INHIBITING CRIMINAL ACTIVITIES
AND INCREASING PUBLIC
SECURITY.

Innovative and Essential Features
The Helper brings together technology and presence. Its robust structure and rotating beacons
make its presence noticeable from a distance, distinguishing it as a public security tool.

PANIC BUTTON
Should be pressed by the
public during emergency
situations, reducing the
response time for risk
situations.

INTERCOMMUNICATOR

A direct communication channel
with the public security authority.

360°CAMERAS

A set of cameras for full-time
recording and transmitting
images in 360°
.

SIREN AND ROTATING BEACONS
A Siren and Rotating Beacons
system that makes its
presence felt.

SPEED DOME CAMERA

Enables capturing long distance
images and allows full operator
control.

AUDIO MESSAGES

Automatic reproduction of
pre-recorded audio messages,
including the broadcasting of
educational campaigns..

HIGH INTENSITY COMMUNICATOR

A high intensity audio system
allowing the public security authority
to communicate with both citizens
and suspects in a well-monitored
environment..

SHIELDING

The structure is resistant to low
caliber gun shots and attempts
of vandalism..

VANDALISM SENSOR

Automatic vandalism detection that
activates the Sirens and calls the public
security authority..

BRAZILIAN INNOVATION

Patented Brazilian Technology..

Smart Video Analysis

situations of risk detected automatically
A built-in feature that makes it possible to analyze the captured image automatically for
detecting risk situations and to perform other control activities, in special:

Clustering of people

Trespassing and roaming in prohibited and restricted areas
Counting of people and objects
Virtual barriers
Speed alarm

Direction control

(OCR) Plate recognition

Other Features

Integration with other technologies
Police vehicle tracking

Occurrence management software

In Development
Face recognition

Gun shot detection

THE HELPER IS AN IDEAL TOOL TO PROVIDE
SECURITY AT BOTH PUBLIC AND PRIVATE

PLACES, SUCH AS STREETS, PARKS, BANKS,

BUS STATIONS, TOURISTIC SPOTS, SCHOOLS,
STADIUMS, AND AREAS WHERE DRUGS ARE
SOLD AND/OR CONSUMED..

Information Agility
and real time
surveillance
The Helper allows data transmission, making this
system broadly capable of sending information
by phones, mobiles, wireless equipment, ﬁber
optics and satellite. Everything is monitored
remotely by cameras on an Integrated Control
and Command Center (ICCC).

Advanced
and ﬂexible
softwares
Helper system comprises software for
managing occurrences through the
Integrated Control and Command Center
(ICCC), with ﬂexibility of integration with
other existing software making it possible
to fulﬁll speciﬁc demands which necessary
in some counties.

Standalone
Design

The ostensive feature of the Helper and its
features for Smart Video Analysis, vandalism
detection, audio message reproduction
and automatic activation of Siren and
Rotating Beacons, make it a standalone
system, reducing the need of investments
in infrastructure of communication and
personnel.

Citizenship and
public security

Public security is a right of all and it is the
public authorityʼs duty to ensure it. The care
for citizenship, investment in public security
and eﬃcient policing is of everyoneʼs interest.
The Helper was created exactly for promoting
peopleʼs tranquility and well being, eﬀectively
contributing to public security management.

INNOVATION IS
IN OUR ESSENCE

A company who invests in technology
thinking about security
Helper Security Technology is a company that develops and applies technology
for the security of cities. Relying on the innovative vision of an executive team
with great experienced on the ﬁeld of public security and public sector-oriented
projects, the company provides advanced and planned technology to promote
order and well-being of society as a whole..

It is this vision with priority in Innovation
and collectivity that drives Helper Security
Technology to constantly seek excellence and
development for rendering services, applying
them with eﬃciency and contributing to a
more humane and safer country.

The Helper is an essential piece to put together something much greater:

Safer city program

The Safer city program is a set of actions oriented to foster public security through
technology, with the fundamental support of the Helper system and informative materials
on generating awareness about the importance of preventive public security.

With the Safer city program, all cities will be more protected, changing the
current pattern of violence throughout the country.

Important

The National Department of Public Security
of the Ministry of Justice (Senasp/MJ) issued on
December 2013 the results of the National Research on
Victimization. The numbers show the need for creating more
services by which people can call the police when being the
victim of a crime to avoid underreporting.
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